Helping organizations navigate the business and legal impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
How We Can Help

We offer integrated services at every phase of your response to COVID-19.

**Resilience**  
Manage the immediate crisis

- Develop workforce strategies
- Strengthen data privacy & cybersecurity
- Manage contract obligations
- Assess tax impact

**Recovery**  
Stabilize operations

- Access liquidity solutions
- Manage supply chain disruptions
- Consider/implement restructuring & insolvency options
- Manage impact of closures
- Accelerate digitalization

**Renewal**  
Evolve your business model

- Reopen/return to work
- Rebuild supply chains
- Restructure real estate
- Make distressed or strategic investments & divestments
- Address risks, renew compliance plans and deter disputes
- Plan for digital transformation
- Strengthen infrastructure
- Transform business models
- Strengthen sustainability strategy

**Solvency Solutions**

- Create your “future of work” model
- Transform and strengthen supply chains
- Optimize real estate space
- Strengthen infrastructure

**Evolve your business model**

- Renewal

**Stabilize operations**

- Recovery

**Manage the immediate crisis**

- Resilience
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